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Abstract: Tissue engineering scaffolds with intricate and controlled internal structure can be
realized using computer-aided design (CAD) and layer manufacturing (LM) techniques. Design
and manufacturing of scaffolds for load-bearing bone sites should consider appropriate
biocompatibile materials with interconnected porosity, surface properties, and sufficient
mechanical properties that match the surrounding bone, in order to provide adequate support,
and to mimic the physiological stress–strain state so as to stimulate new tissue growth. The
authors have previously published methods for estimating subject- and site-specific bone
modulus using computed tomography (CT) data, CAD, and process planning for LM of
controlled porous scaffolds. This study evaluates the mechanical performance of the designed
porous hydroxyapite scaffolds in load-bearing sites using a finite element (FE) approach. A
subject-specific FE analysis using femoral, defect site geometry and anisotropic material
assignment based on CT data is employed. Mechanical behaviour of the femur with scaffold in
stance-phase gait loading, which has been shown experimentally to produce clinically relevant
results, is analysed. The comparison of results with simulation of healthy femur shows an
overall correspondence in stress and strain state which will provide optimized mechanical
properties for avoiding stress shielding, and adequate strength to avoid failure risk and for
active bone tissue regeneration.

Keywords: femoral scaffold, biomimetic design, layered manufacturing, mechanical proper-
ties, finite element analysis

1 INTRODUCTION

Repairing bone defects resulting from tumour

removal, large segmental fracture, etc. requires

grafts; tissue engineering has shown great promise

in the culture of tissue both in vitro and in vivo. The

bone tissue engineering uses scaffolds that fill the

defect, stimulate new bone tissue growth, and

become resorbed over time as they are replaced by

newly formed bone. The scaffold’s internal archi-

tecture plays an essential role, in particular the

porosity, pore size, and pore interconnectivity that

provide a suitable biological environment for cell

proliferation, tissue regeneration, and nutrient flow

[1–6]. Furthermore, in the case of a scaffold material

with high bulk modulus, the relatively low elastic

modulus of porous scaffold material can reduce the

extent of stress shielding, which causes bone

resorption. The scaffold should bear the load

imposed during the early recovery period without

collapsing and the stiffness of the scaffold should be

equal to or slightly less than the surrounding bone,

so that stress shielding is avoided [7–9]. Many

natural biomaterials (e.g. collagen and chitin) and

synthetic biomaterials (e.g. poly(a-hydroxyesters)

and poly(anhydrides) [10, 11], hydroxyapite (HA)

[12, 13], tricalcium phosphate (TCP) ceramics [14,

15], polycapralactone (PCL) [16], and metal such as

titanium [17]) have been widely and successfully

used as scaffolding materials because of their good

cell–tissue biocompatibility and processability. The

complexity of architecture and the variability of
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properties of bone tissue (e.g. porosity, pore size,

mechanical properties, mineralization or mineral

density, and cell type), as well as differences in age,

nutritional state, activity (mechanical loading), and

disease status of individuals establish a major

challenge in fabricating scaffolds and engineering

bone tissues that will meet the needs of specific

repair sites in specific patients.

The conventional scaffold fabrication techniques

produce process-dependent architectures that are

incapable of precisely controlling pore size and

shape, porosity, and their spatial distributions within

the scaffold volume [18, 19]. The advent of layer

manufacturing (LM) technologies has overcome

many limitations related to both the design and the

fabrication of tissue engineering scaffolds [20, 21]. In

particular, these technologies allow the fabrication

of scaffolds with customized global anatomical

shape, via combination with reverse engineered data

from computed tomography (CT) or magnetic

resonance imaging [22], with virtually no limits on

the complexity of the geometry achievable. In

addition, reproducible and irregular internal struc-

tures can be obtained, giving control over pore size,

shape, interconnectivity, and porosity [23, 24]. The

design of the global and internal architectures of

scaffolds can be performed and precisely controlled

within three-dimensional (3D) computer-aided de-

sign (CAD), a characteristic that may improve the

flow of essential nutrients across the scaffold

geometry, thereby aiding a deeper regeneration of

new tissue [2, 4, 25–28]. A commonly used approach

is to design the external geometry and the internal

architecture as special interconnected channels

using CAD based cellular models, and the two

geometric models are merged using Boolean opera-

tion [24]. This approach presents several drawbacks,

such as limited gradients of pore size and shape,

porosity, and lack of irregularities, unlike the

features observed in natural trabecular bone struc-

ture [29]. In addition, the need for CAD Boolean

operations makes the process particularly inefficient

when the geometries to be merged become very

complex and irregular, as in such cases the amount

of computational time, resources, and file size

increase enormously. As a result, the scaffold

architectures are often limited to regular primitive

shapes in the form of patterned straight lines, or

square or circular holes [30].

The present study considers bone tissue engi-

neered scaffolds with controlled internal architec-

ture for generic femoral bone defect sites. The

Young’s modulus of cortical bone is reported to lie

in the range of 5–21GPa and that of trabecular bone

is reported to be less than 5GPa. The external

geometry and the distribution of bone material in

space continuously adapts to the prevailing physio-

logical loading conditions [31]. The internal struc-

tural design of scaffold should consider this site-

specific regional variation of stiffness so as effec-

tively to avoid stress shielding [9]. The variation of

bone stiffness is predominantly attributed to the

variation of cortical bone properties rather than that

of trabecular bone [32, 33]; also, cortical bone

strength is better correlated with cortical porosity

rather than bone mineral density [34]. Considering

these aspects, the current authors have earlier

proposed a subject-specific 3D reconstruction pro-

tocol that models cortical porous geometry and

thereby the site-specific modulus requirement apart

from external geometry for the scaffold design [35].

The literature reports methods for creating porous

geometry using LM, although these methods either

require special geometric data to be modelled in

CAD [36] or there is no local control in heterogeneity

of porosity [37]. In a LM process the porosity of the

deposited volume can be controlled by certain

parameters, namely, the layer thickness t, the raster

pattern, and the road width of the raster path w. The

road width w depends on the LM system hardware,

e.g. in the case of fused deposition modelling it

depends on the diameter of polymer extruder nozzle.

To vary the volume fraction or porosity of material

being deposited in a unit area and thereby to control

the porosity, location-controlled density raster tool

paths using fractal curves have been proposed

previously by the current authors [38]. With these

techniques, the authors have proposed a methodol-

ogy to biomimetic design and process planning for

LM of patient- and site-specific porous scaffolds so

as to match the mechanical properties of scaffold to

the surrounding bone defect site [39]. In that study

of correlation models between porosity and modulus

for bone, known biomaterials processable by LM

such as HA, PCL, TCP, and titanium were used to

estimate the site-specific porosity requirements in

the scaffold model. The various constraints due to

pore size requirement for repair and regeneration of

bone, available choice of LM tool path width, and

limited choice of LM-processable materials resulted

in some mechanical stiffness mismatch between the

bone site requirement and the designed scaffold.

This paper reports the results of prediction of

mechanical response of the human femur with such

bone replacement to a physiological loading condi-

tion. Subject-specific finite element (FE) models of
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bones derived from CT data are a promising tool to

assess non-invasively the stress state and fracture

risk of bones, as well as the design and the

optimization of prosthetic and replacement devices

[40, 41]. Three-dimensional FE analyses of healthy

bone and bone with defect sites replaced by

designed HA scaffold are used to understand the

mechanical response for assessing the scaffold

design subject to constraints in LM.

2 METHODOLOGY

Figure 1 schematically illustrates the complete meth-

odology for biomimetic design and LM for subject-

and site-specific femoral bone scaffolds with con-

trolled internal architecture that match surrounding

bone properties. The complete methodology can be

grouped into three phases. The initial phase con-

sists of subject-specific 3D reconstruction of femur

bone. Subsequently, in the second phase, a CAD

model of the scaffold with site-specific porosity is

derived from the reconstructed femoral bone

model. A novel tool path generation method for

LM using space-filling fractal curves is later em-

ployed in phase three for downstream LM of the

scaffold. The details of these methodologies are

described in previous publications by the present

authors and only salient points will be discussed

here to aid understanding. A representative case

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of the proposed methodology
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study considering HA scaffold design and process

planning in LM for a human femur defect site has

also been presented to illustrate the methodology

by the authors [39]. A 3D finite element analysis

(FEA) of healthy bone and bone with the defect site

replaced using the designed scaffold was envisaged

to understand the mechanical response for asses-

sing and optimizing the scaffold design subject to

constraints in LM.

2.1 Subject-specific reconstruction of femoral
bone along with internal properties

As the mechanical properties of femoral bone vary

with the individual and with the location for an

individual [42], the proposed method aims to control

the scaffold properties in a subject- and site-specific

way. The present work requires an estimation of

porosity by using the CT number of a commercially

available medical scanner, so a 3D reconstruction

methodology proposed by the authors [35] is used.

The subject-specific external geometry from a CT

image is obtained using the commercial software

MimicsH. Using the correlation models (equations

(1) and (2)) developed in reference [35], voxel data of

mean porosity or apparent density are computed

depending on the CT value range, and along with the

reconstructed surface model form the subject-

specific CAD model of the femur, with material

density (porosity) as shown in Fig. 2. Site-specific

porosity/apparent density data can now be extracted

from this model so as to design scaffolds that match

the surrounding healthy bone modulus.

pc~{0:0362HUz59:96 per centð Þ,

R2
~0:94 and P tð Þv0:05

800¡HU¡1800

ð1Þ

rt~
2

1800
HU g=cm3

� �

, HUv800 ð2Þ

2.2 Subject- and site-specific porous scaffold
model

The scaffold is modelled with two components: the

external geometry and the internal architecture as

depicted schematically in phase two of the overall

methodology (Fig. 1). The external geometry of the

scaffold must have a good fit inside the defect and

thus the shape of scaffold is extracted from clinical

CT images of the bone defect using Mimics. The

internal architecture of the scaffold should be

modelled such that Young’s modulus of the scaffold

is the same or slightly less than the modulus of the

surrounding bone. The internal architecture is not

modelled as an extra cellular matrix and Booleaned

with the external geometry, as has been done by

other researchers [7, 36]. A methodology proposed

by the present authors [38, 39] is used where the

internal architecture property is modelled as a

mathematical volumetric model containing the

mechanical modulus and porosity information cor-

responding to the bone defect. A three-step correla-

tion is used to obtain these volumetric data. First the

CT number to bone site porosity or apparent density

is determined using equations (1) and (2), and then

the bone modulus is determined using relations

developed by Dong and Guo [43] and Rho et al. [44],

for cortical and trabecular bone respectively (equa-

tions (3) and (4)).

Ec~{0:53
pc

100

� �

z 21:43 GPað Þ R2
~0:66

� �

ð3Þ

Et~4:607 rtð Þ1:30 GPað Þ R2
~ 0:6

� �

ð4Þ

Finally, empirical relations and correlation that

describe the Young’s modulus and porosity correla-

tion for HA [13], which is a LM processable

biomaterial, as given in equation (5), are used to
Fig. 2 Human femur anatomy with porosity and

stiffness at different region [35]
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estimate the required scaffold porosity. The correla-

tion derived between CT number of a bone site and

the required HA scaffold porosity is given in equa-

tion (6) so that the stiffness is compatible.

EHA~140 e{3:68 p=100ð Þ GPað Þ ð5Þ

pHA~
log 0:019186HU{10:3488ð Þ=140½ �

{3:68

|100 per centð Þ ð6Þ

2.3 Process planning for LM of a scaffold

In the proposed framework and methodology

(Fig. 1), the solid model (S) of a porous scaffold

contains two types of information; geometrical

model of the scaffold (G) and material porosity

model for the scaffold (M). The overall process of

converting the solid model S to tool path specifica-

tion for LM is done separately for the geometric

model G and the material porosity model M, and

finally the information is merged to give the tool

path. Slicing is the first step in part building by any

LM process. The 3D solid model has to be converted

into a series of two-dimensional (2D) slices (con-

tours representing boundaries) depending on the

slice thickness t specified by the user. The informa-

tion processing for the geometric model G is carried

out using the front end software of the LM machine

to give a series of 2D contours (GCi, i5 1, 2,…,n).

The procedures for information processing for the

material porosity model M have been developed in

the current authors’ earlier work and algorithms

implemented in a MatlabH programming environ-

ment [38]. The material porosity model M is sliced

such that it yields 2D material porosity contours

(MCi, i5 1, 2,…,n). A slice of the material porosity

model specifies the material porosity variation for

the corresponding slice from geometry, i.e. for an ith

slice, GCi specifies the boundaries and MCi specifies

the material porosity variations. The tool path for LM

consists of the boundary contour and the raster tool

paths (for filling). In the present work the authors

have used a novel method proposed earlier [38] for

generating boundary-constrained controlled-density

raster tool paths from the porosity model M using

continuous space filling fractal curves. Figure 3

illustrates the fractal tool paths for graded porous

objects using an example slice consisting of an

arbitrary geometric boundary GCi and a material

porosity contour MCi that specifies progressively

increasing density towards the right. It can be

noticed that as the density increases, the type of

fractal curve changes, as well as its level of decom-

position, increases. In the proposed scheme, in order

to obtain a particular volume fraction or material

porosity in the scaffold as specified by the porosity

contours MCi, it is necessary to choose the appro-

priate type of fractal curve and its level of decom-

position for a fixed road width w, considering the

area filling characteristics and slice thickness t. The

procedure of generating boundary-constrained ras-

ter tool paths takes care of the intersection operator

on G and M. The results of modelling the scaffold for

a defect region, obtaining boundary-constrained

controlled-density raster tool paths in LM is de-

scribed in Fig. 4.

2.4 Mechanical evaluation

The mechanical response of the human femur with

such bone replacement to loading condition is

assessed using the finite element method (FEM)

and compared with healthy femur. The generation of

the FE models from the CT data-set is similar to the

method described in detail by Taddei et al. [40]. CT

data-sets were segmented using Mimics and surface

mesh models were exported to AbaqusH, where

tetrahedral elements were created for FEA. Inhomo-

geneous material properties were automatically

mapped on to the FE models with the BoneMat

software [40, 45] that calculates an average Young’s

Fig. 3 Fractal tool paths in LM of graded porous
objects. The figure illustrates a material slice
MCi that progressively becomes denser towards
the right, trimmed by an arbitrary geometric
boundary GCi
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modulus (E) for each element of the mesh corres-

ponding to the HU value from the CT data. Mesh

convergence studies [41, 46] are important to obtain

converged stiffness, stress, and risk results. A mesh

convergence study was performed on the femur data

with element edge lengths of 4.5, 3, and 1.5mm. To

validate the procedure and compare the results of

the convergence study, the material assignment

based on apparent density (rapp5 1 + 7.1856104

HU in g/cm3) and power law relations between

modulus and density (Eb5 1.996103 r
3.46 in GPa)

[47] and boundary conditions as reported by Laz et

al. [41] were utilized. The validation and conver-

gence of mesh size is based on the maximum von

Mises stress. Maximum von Mises stress was

computed for each trial, while excluding the distal

end of the femur, owing to discontinuities associated

with the fixed boundary condition. The results for

the 3mm and 1.5mm element meshes exhibited

convergence with details provided in the results

section.

The two models, i.e. femur model with bone

properties and femur model with scaffold replace-

ment using appropriate scaffold material property,

were subjected to simulation of similar loading con-

ditions. The material assignment for bone is con-

ducted by converting the CT numbers to Young’s

modulus by using equations (1) and (3) for the

cortical region and equations (2) and (4) for the

trabecular region as shown in Fig. 5(a). For the

femur with scaffold replacement, the region of

scaffold replacement is assigned Young’s modulus

using equation (5) for the HA scaffold material. The

porosity requirement as per equation (6) is com-

puted and only the discrete value is assigned owing

to constraints in the available range of LM tool path

width. Both materials bone and HA were modelled

as isotropic and a Poisson ratio of 0.3 was assumed

[48]. In the normal range of regular daily activities,

the bone exhibits elastic linear behaviour for loads

[49] and this assumption is used for the analysis. The

influence of strain rate was considered negligible as

the tests were conducted in quasi-static conditions.

The boundary condition for simulation is based on

stance-phase gait loading, which has been shown

experimentally to produce clinically relevant results

[50–52]. The study considered a loading configura-

tion frequently used in the literature in order to

Fig. 4 External geometry and internal architecture of the scaffold using the biomimetic design
and LM using fractal geometry [39]: (a) bone defect site and external geometry of scaffold;
(b) one representative CT slice with marked defect site and the reconstructed scaffold
layer; (c) 3D stack of layers of fractal curves
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replicate simplified single-leg stance. The femur was

simulated with the hip joint resultant force assumed

to be in the plane of the femoral diaphysis. The distal

end of each femur was fixed, while a load of 10 kN

was applied to the femoral head at an angle of 20u to

the shaft axis in the frontal plane, as shown in

Fig. 5(b). The centre of rotation for the angle is the

intersection of the femoral shaft axis, which passed

through the centre of the proximal portion of the

femoral shaft, and the loading axis, which passed

through the centre of the femoral head. The applied

load of 10 kN was based on the 75 per cent load of

experimentally measured fracture load under stance

conditions [50]. The load was distributed evenly

among nodes on the femoral head that were located

within 1.5 cm from the centre of load application

[51].

The analysis was performed and the mechanical

behaviour of healthy femur and femur with scaffold

replacement were compared. For evaluation of the

biomimetic ability of the scaffold, the following

parameters were computed. First, the mismatch

between the required stiffness and the stiffness

assigned for the elements corresponding to the

defect site were analysed. As failure of a single

element may be attributed to an artifact due to

meshing and or CT data and need not constitute

structural failure, the histograms of von Mises stress

over all the elements in the model are computed. If

the femur bone and femur bone with scaffold have

comparable histograms, one can expect that they

will fail in a similar way. Finally, a histogram of the

magnitude of the highest principal strains (compres-

sion or tension) over all the elements in the model

was computed. This is a measure of activation of

osteoblasts growing in the scaffold. If the scaffold

and the bone have a comparable histogram, one can

expect the osteoblasts in the scaffold to be activated

in the same way as if they were inside real bone [7,

53].

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The present study assesses the designs of subject-

and site-specific porous scaffold that have matched

external geometry, biological, and mechanical beha-

viour to the femoral bone defect site using FEA. A

healthy human right femur was CT scanned and an

imaginary femoral defect is considered to illustrate

the methodology and study the results. The defect

area is to be replaced by a biomimetic scaffold made

of HA. A sample defect area with a gross volume

(30mm66mm620mm) was chosen near the medial

mid-diaphysis. The femur was CT scanned as per the

established protocol. Mimics was used to recon-

struct the external geometry of the femur and the

external geometry of an artificial model of the

Fig. 5 Finite element model of femur bone: (a) distribution of modulus; (b) loading condition;
(c) stress contours
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imaginary defect area, as shown in Fig. 4(a). After

segmentation of the defect area, the corresponding

voxels were processed and material porosity model

(M) of the HA scaffold determined. The voxel res-

olution for the scan was 0.20mm60.20mm6

0.60mm. For reconstructing the internal architec-

ture, a resampling of this voxel set at a resolution of

1mm61mm61.2mm was carried out to reduce the

computational load and a voxel set of , 2850 voxels

corresponding to the defect area was processed by

using procedures described in the present authors’

earlier work [39]. One representative slice is shown

in Fig. 4(b) that describes the process planning in

LM (slicing, fractal raster tool path in LM). A small

region of the model of the scaffold showing layers of

such fractal curves is shown in Fig. 4(c).

In the present case study the defect site chosen in

the femur has stiffness in the range of 10–18GPa.

The theoretical stiffness of the dense HA is 140GPa,

which is much higher than that of human bone,

which requires stiffness in the range close to

, 20GPa. In order to match the stiffness site-

specifically, the correlation models predict a re-

quired porosity in the range 70–50 per cent to be

assigned to the various voxels. Using the equations

developed in earlier work [39] that predict the area

filling characteristic of fractal curves (12 designs are

considered in total), appropriate combinations of

fractal space-filling curves were selected and com-

bined to generate the fractal tool path for a tool

path width w5 0.06mm and slice thickness t5

0.0625mm (commercially available in stereolitho-

graphy apparatus for processing HA). Only three

designs had the area-filling characteristics for the

range of porosity required (i.e. 50–70 per cent). This

resulted in a discrete set of porosity values, namely

55.08 per cent, 61.46 per cent, and 71.44 per cent, to

be assigned to the various voxels corresponding to

the scaffold volume. This limitation is due to the tool

path designs considered in the study [39] and is not

process-specific; it can be overcome in future by

considering more tool paths for microarchitecture

design. Figure 6 shows the possible discrete percen-

tage porosity in the HA scaffold material. The

corresponding stiffnesses allocated to the various

voxels considered for the defect site were 18.44GPa,

14.58GPa, and 10.10GPa. This allocation led to some

mismatch in stiffness required and the stiffness

allocated, and the same is qualified statistically.

The stiffness assignments for , 2850 voxels corres-

ponding to the defect site were analysed with

cumulative frequency of stiffness mismatch in

intervals of 0.25GPa (Fig. 7). The histograms show

that the stiffness of HA scaffold is matched closely to

Fig. 6 Estimated porosity (to match bone stiffness) and obtained porosity in HA in LM for a tool
path width w5 0.06mm and slice thickness t5 0.0625mm [39]
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the corresponding stiffness of the femur defect site,

with maximum frequency of mismatch correspond-

ing to stiffness difference of less than 1GPa.

The biomimetic ability of the HA scaffold was

evaluated using FE simulation. The model predicted

the stress and strain for every element in a healthy

femur as well as femur with scaffold replacement

(Fig. 5(c)). To validate the procedure, an analysis was

performed on the femur geometry with the material

assignment and boundary conditions the same as

reported by Laz et al. [41]. Stresses were highest in the

femoral neck region. The maximum von Mises stress

was found to be 112MPa, which lies in the range 110–

150MPa as reported in reference [41] from the

simulations on five femurs. The results of the mesh

convergence study (Fig. 8) exhibited convergence for

the 3mm mesh with differences less than 2 per cent

for maximum von Mises stress values when com-

pared with the 1.5mm mesh. Results presented for

the femur and femur with scaffold were based on the

3mm results. On both models, the material assign-

ment for the bone region was conducted as described

by equations developed in the present work (section

2.2) and for the defect region with scaffold using

discrete values of stiffness subject to constraints in

LM; simulation was carried out as per the boundary

conditions reported by Laz et al. [41].

The maximum von Mises stress in the neck region

(Fig. 5(c)) is 81MPa and 88MPa for femur bone and

bone with scaffold respectively. Figure 9 shows the

computed histograms of the von Mises stress on all

elements in the femur bone model, and the femur

bone model with HA scaffold. The comparison of

stress histograms predominantly shows a good

correspondence between the bone and bone with

HA scaffold model, thus the risk of failure may be

expected to be the same. When subjecting the

scaffold to physiological load, the strain distribution

should be such that the majority of the osteoblasts

should feel a strain that activates them. This

happens for strains in the range 1000–4000 me [7,

53]. The strain histograms were computed for this

range of maximum principal strain on all elements

Fig. 7 Cumulative frequency of stiffness mismatch between bone and HA scaffold

Fig. 8 Mesh convergence study for three different
mesh sizes
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in the femur bone model and the femur bone model

with HA scaffold, as shown in Fig. 10. The compar-

ison of strain histograms shows an overall corres-

pondence. The number of elements having strain

in the range 1000–4000 me is slightly fewer in the

femur with HA scaffolding in the defect site, when

compared with healthy femur.

The FEA shows that there is some stiffness mis-

match between the assignment and that required for

the HA scaffold. This has led to differences in the stress

histogram, particularly in the stress range 10–20MPa

(Fig. 9), and differences in strain. The results of FEA

confirm the biomimetic ability of the designed

personalized scaffold. The mechanical properties are

Fig. 9 Histograms of von Mises stress in bone and bone with HA scaffold

Fig. 10 Histograms of principal strain in bone and bone with HA scaffold
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closely matched to those of the healthy bone for load

bearing as well as for a good stimulation for new bone

tissue growth through activation of osteoblasts. In the

current study, only the mechanical and anatomical

factors have been considered for the biomimetic

design. In this work, the von Mises stress and

maximum principal strain were considered for evalua-

tion. The advantages of using other criteria can be

explored. The differences in the stress and strain state

between the healthy femur and femur with scaffold

can be reduced by exploring HA blends with other

biocompatible materials such as TCP ceramics, which

have better resorbability and lower bulk modulus. The

simulation predicted the behaviour of the femur with

designed scaffold for during clinically significant

stance-phase gait loading and early recovery period.

In future, the present authors intend to study the

behaviour of the femur with the designed scaffold for

other loading conditions and for different periods of

bone regeneration in the scaffold. Future studies will

also be aimed at physical realization of the designed

scaffolds in LM hardware and comprehensive assess-

ment of tissue growth considering biological, anato-

mical, and mechanical factors.

4 CONCLUSIONS

In summary, the proposed methodology of biomim-

etic design using reconstruction based on a com-

mercial low-resolution CT scanner and LM of a

controlled porous structure using fractal tool paths

has proven to represent correctly the internal

architecture patterns, apart from external geometry,

for subject- and site-specific femoral bone scaffolds.

The present approach leads to controlled porous

architecture with porosity and stiffness that are

important for vascularization and resorption. The

example case study illustrated the complete meth-

odology for designing a scaffold for a defect site

using HA biomaterial. The spectrum of stiffness

assignment in the scaffold is limited by the fractal

patterns and tool path widths available in LM

machines that can process the scaffold material.

The detailed FEA involving subject-specific femoral

geometry, defect site, and anisotropic material

assignment predicted the effect of the stiffness

mismatch, allowing for design validation of a

scaffold with mechanical properties to avoid stress

shielding, with adequate strength to avoid risk of

failure, and for active bone tissue regeneration.
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APPENDIX

Notation

E Young’s modulus (GPa)

HU Hounsfield units of CT data

p porosity (per cent)

t layer thickness (mm)

w tool path width (mm)

r bone density (g/cm3)

Subscripts

app apparent

b bone

c cortical bone

s porous scaffold material

s0 bulk scaffold material

t trabecular bone

HA HA scaffold material
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